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The focus of XMASCRAFT is to provide a novel structured

visual approach to GALS modelling and verification by pro-

viding a platform which integrates existing [1] and advanced

GALS techniques into a unified environment for the analysis

and visualisation of complex communication systems that are

modelled using XMAS models [2], [3]. The intention of such

an environment is to make it easier to gain visual insight

into the causality of complex structural problems that may

arise, such as deadlocks. The modelling and verification flow

is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: XMASCRAFT tool flow.

Modelling is undertaken via a tool called WORKCRAFT [4].

Workcraft provides integration of a variety of plugins such

as XMASCRAFT that aid in the visualisation/simulation of

different graphical interpretations e.g. XMAS, Circuit Petri-

nets [5], but which are linked. Therefore, the analysis of

lower level models can be related back to the original model

graphically. Inside the XMASCRAFT plugin GALS implemen-

tations are modelled using a specialised synchroniser primitive

which allows for alternative synchronisation solutions. XMAS

models are then translated to Circuit Petri-nets and a novel

unfolding algorithm is deployed using a tool (VXM Unfolder)

from Circuit Petri-nets to Structured Occurrence Nets (SONS)

[6]. Deadlocks can be difficult to detect if significant parts

of a GALS system become disabled. Structured Occurrence

Nets were designed to enable visualisation of such complex

behaviours which are more difficult to analyse and they are

amenable for the modelling of structural links between mod-

ules. This is useful particularly when one wants to investigate

point-to-point effects or how far the occurrence and effect of

a problem extends between different modules.

A multi-level analyser (VXM Analyser) is used for verifica-

tion. For this a novel concept of blocking/idle deadlock rela-

tions is introduced which describes how deadlocks in different

parts of the system relate to each other. This representation,

which is derived from the SONS model, enables more detailed

structural visualisation of the deadlocks and their causality

throughout the GALS communication system.

The XMASCRAFT plugin operating in deadlock relational

analysis mode is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: XMASCRAFT

Via feedback through the XMASCRAFT interface, the novel

relational representation enables structural analysis of dead-

locks to be carried out across communication links to reveal

various details including: vulnerable parts of the system which

are susceptible to shutdown (i.e. partial/global deadlock);

point-to-point causes of deadlock from one local module to

another (using querying); multiple original causes of deadlocks

and their visualisation in a single instance or snapshot and

difficult to detect deadlocks that are hidden or masked by other

deadlocks.

It can be clearly demonstrated via XMASCRAFT, through

the use of querying, how the sources of the deadlocks can

be resolved by changing specific components in the XMAS

model thereby rendering the communication circuits deadlock

free.
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